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Interpolating coefficient systems
and p-ordinary cohomology of arithmetic groups
Gu¨nter Harder
1. Introduction
Let p be a prime, we assume p > 2. In this note we construct an interpolation of
(p-)ordinary cohomology of arithmetic groups. Our main tool will be the construc-
tion of sheaves, which p-adically interpolate coefficient systems, which are obtained
by highest weight representations. After that we construct a p-adic interpolations
of the Hecke operators. The cohomology of arithmetic groups is defined as sheaf
cohomology and no automorphic forms enter.
It is not clear to me to how the results of this note are related to the work of Hida,
Ash and Stevens and other authors. In any case I think that the approach which
I use here- namely interpolating sheaves and interpolating the Hecke operators- is
quite direct and natural and looks different from what I see in the in the literature.
For me it is relevant that the boundedness theorem, which is proved at the end
of this note, is exactly what I need to make further progress in the questions which
are discussed in my notes kolloquium.pdf on my home page (see below) and a
manuskript on rank-one Eisenstein cohomology [Ha-rank1], which will be available
on the preprint server of the Erwin Schro¨dinger Institute (ESI). I will say a little
bit more about these applications at the end of this note. Only in the last section
the automorphic forms enter the stage.
For the discussion of the Hecke operators and also for some basic notions and
notations used in this note I refer to my book project on ”Cohomology of arithmetic
groups” ([Ha-Coh],chap.2-6) which exists in preliminary form on my home-page:
”www.math.uni-bonn.de/people/harder/Manuscripts/buch/”
Part of this paper was prepared when I was visiting the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, where I also found the proof for the boundedness of torsion.
The idea that the boundedness may be true and may be an interesting theorem
came to me when I walked down the Strudlhofstiege in Vienna during my stay at
the workshop on Automorphic Forms in 2006 at the Erwin Schro¨dinger Institute.
I thank both institutions for their support.
2. The case Gl2
2.1 The coefficient systems:
Let Cp the completion of the algebraic closure Q¯p, let OCp be its ring of integers.
We have the canonical homomorphism r : Z×p → F×p the kernel is the group Z(1)p of
1-units and the Teichmller character provides a section ω : F×p ↪→ Z×p . It is defined
by the two requirements: a) ω(x) is a p − 1-th root of unity, and b) x/ω(x) =
1 + pl(x) ∈ Z(1)p .
We will forget the homomorphism r and we will write ω(x) for ω(r(x)). Then
Z×p is a direct product F×p × Z(1)p . We consider a pair (ν, α) where ν ∈ Z/(p − 1)Z
and α ∈ OCp . We denote such a pair by χ = (ν, α). Any such χ defines a character
χ : Z×p −→ O×Cp
1 + xp 7→ (1 + xp)α
χ : ω(x) 7→ ω(x)ν .
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For any integer m we get
χ[m] : (Z/pmZ)× −→ (OCp/pmOCp)×.
Let B = B+ is the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices. Its quotient by its






































Of course as usual the group acts on this module by translations from the right, i.e.
Rx(f)(g) = f(gx). Sometimes it is convenient to consider the submodule of those
functions which take their values in a subring of R ⊂ OCp : This ring must receive
the values of χ, i.e. we must require that α ∈ R. Then we put Rm = R/(pm). Hence
we get that Iχ˜[m] is a free Rm-module of rank #P1(Z/(pm)).
We define a submodule
Pχ˜[m] =
{
f ∈ Iχ˜[m] | f(ggν) ≡ f(g) mod pν for all gν ≡ 1 mod pν .
}
.
For this system of submodules G(Z/(pm)) we have equivariant homomorphisms
rχ[m] : Pχ˜[m] −→ Pχ[m−1] .
The homomorphism Gl2(Z/(pm+1) → Gl2(Z/(pm) induces equivariant homomor-
phisms
iχ[m] : Iχ˜[m] −→ Iχ[m+1] ⊗ Z/(pm).
We choose an open compact subgroup Kf =
∏
`K` and assume that Kp =
Gl2(Zp). Let SGKf the associated modular curve (See Ha-Coh], chap.3,1. 2), it has
an adelic description as
SGKf = Gl2(Q)\Gl2(R)/SO(2)×G(Af )/Kf .
Our Pχ˜[m] are Gl2(Zˆ) modules and hence we get sheaves P˜χ˜[m] on SGKf . These
sheaves can be considered as sheaves for the analytic topology on SGKf but also as
sheaves for the etale topology on SGKf . We get a projective system of sheaves on
SGKf , and we define




If n is an integer ≥ 0 then we can define the special character
χn = (n mod (p− 1), n).
Let us denote by Mn the module of homogenous polynomials in two variables










We get a Gl2(Z/pm) invariant homomorphism
Mn/pmMn −→ Pχ˜[m]−n ,












on GL2(Z/pm). It will not be injective in general. This homomorphism induces a
homomorphism
H•(SGKf ,Mn/pmMn) −→ H•(SGKf ,Pχ˜[m]−n ).
In this case we may take Rm = Z/pmZ.
2.2. The Hecke operators:
We want to construct Hecke operators T (α, uα) which act on these cohomology
groups as endomorphisms.
I recall the construction of Hecke operators acting on the cohomology with co-
efficients as it is outlined in [Ha-Coh], chap. II in the section on Hecke operators.
It has to be translated into the adelic language, but this is a minor point.
Let Γ be any arithmetic congruence group. Any Γ-module M gives us a coeffi-
cient system M˜ and we study the cohomology groups H•(Γ\X, M˜). To get Hecke
operators acting on these cohomology groups we need two data.
a) An element α ∈ G(Q)-
The group Γ(α) = αΓα−1 ∩ Γ has finite index in Γ. We define a new Γ(α)−
moduleM (α), which is equal toM as an abelian group, but on which γ ∈ Γ(α) acts
by
(γ,m) 7→ (α−1γα)m.
The second datum is
b) A Γ(α)−homomorphism uα :M (α) →M
Then such a pair (α, uα) induces an endomorphism in the cohomology (See [Ha-
Coh], chap. 3,2)
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T •(α, uα) : H•(Γ\X, M˜)→ H•(Γ\X, M˜).
It also induces an endomorphism on the cohomology with compact supports and
the cohomology of the boundary of the Borel-Serre compactification. Of course it
is compatible with the fundamental long exact sequence.





and we have to look
for the possible choices of uα = utpm .
If for instance our M is one of the modules Mn (this is a Z-module) then we
have essentially only one good choice for utpm this is the so called canonical or
classical choice in chap.2 loc.cit. We briefly recall how it looks in this case. The
element utpm ∈ Gl2(Q) induces a linear map Mn ⊗ Q → Mn ⊗ Q. This map
sends XνY n−ν → pνmp−nmXνY n−ν . This element is up to a scalar the unique





But if we pass to Mn ⊗ Z/(pm), or if we consider one the modules Pχ˜[m] , Iχ˜[m] ,
then we will find many more such uα. We always can consider the reduction of
uclasstpm to Mn/paMn, and then we also call this reduction uclasstpm .
We will not consider all of them. For any χ and any m we want to construct a
set
H[m]χ = T ({tpm , utpm ))}
which means to give a collection of utpm .
We assume that n > 0 and formulate certain requirements, that should be ful-
filled by this families of operators.









i.e. they are defined on the I and restrict to the P.
ii) We want them to form a projective system if we restrict them to the sheaves





























Clearly utpm is uniquely determined by utpm+1 , if it exists. If we want to check
the existence of utpm we have to show that for any function f ∈ I(tpm )χ˜[m] the func-
tion utpm+1 (iχ[m](f)) is constant on the fibers of Gl2(Z/(p
m+1)→ Gl2(Z/(pm) and





) ⊂ Pχ˜[m+1] (∗)
We get a projective system of Hecke operators rm+1 : H[m+1]χ → H[m]χ , we do
not require that the rm+1 are surjective. The set H[m]χ depends only on χ[m] as the
notation indicates.
iii) We want to construct a principal operator operator uprinc = (. . . , uprinctpm+1 , u
princ
tpm
, . . . )
in the projective system of H[m]χ , which has the following property:
For any utpm ∈ H[m]χ we find an integer a ∈ Zp such that
(utpm − auprincm )(Iχ˜[m]) ⊂ pIχ˜[m]
iv) And finally we want: If χ = χ−n as above then the classical Hecke operator
on Mn ⊗ Z/(pm) extends to an operator on H[m]χ−n .
Our first and in some sense main result will be the existence of such a system
of Hecke operators. We will discuss this first in the case of Gl2 in section 3.3.
Actually this discussion will be much to detailed, we will see that we really have
quite a lot of Hecke operators, many more than we need. But then it will be clear
that (under some mild conditions) we have a suitable system Hecke operators for
arbitrary reductive groups.
2.3. First consequences
The existence of such a system of sheaves together with the Hecke operators has
interesting consequences.
A first consequence of these properties is the following: Let us denote the set
of operators utpm for which the above number a is zero modulo p by Jχ,m. Then
it is clear that any composition of operators in H[m]χ which contains more than m
factors from Jχ,m annihilates the cohomology H•(SGKf , Iχ˜[m]). The same applies to
the cohomology with compact supports and the cohomology of the boundary.
As in [Ha-Coh] we write H•? for the various variants of cohomology, i.e. the ? may
indicate cohomology with compact supports, ! cohomology or cohomology without




(C), Iχ˜[m]/Pχ˜[m]),H•(∂SGKf , Iχ˜[m]/Pχ˜[m]).
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but now we may need 2m factors.
Hence we see: If X is any of the above cohomology groups, then we can take
the principlal Hecke operator uprincm and consider the image (u
princ
m )
N (X) for a high
power N . This becomes stationary and will be called Xprincord . The operator u
princ
m
induces an isomorphism on Xprincord . We denote by Xnilpt the maximal submodule
of X on which uprinctpm acts nilpotently then we get a decomposition
X = Xnilpt ⊕Xprincord .
It is also clear that we can replace uprincm by any other operator utpm = u
princ
m +vm
where vm ∈ Jχ[m] , then utpm and uprincm will define the same submodule Xnilpt. We
can also say that Xnilpt is the maximal submodule on which H[m]χ acts nilpotently.
Now we define
Xord = X/Xnilpt.
This quotient has a section, if we restrict the module structure to just one oper-
ator utpm = u
princ
m + vm, but for the full system of Hecke operators such a section
will not exist in general.
It is clear that a homomorphism X → X1 which is compatible with the action
of the Hecke algebra sends Xord → X1,ord and from an exact sequence of Hecke
modules
X ′ → X ′ → X ′′
we get an exact sequence
X ′ord → X ′ord → X ′′ord.
We consider the cohomology groups H•(SGKf ,Mn/pmMn). We use the Hecke





,Mn/pmMn). Now we get our first main
result




,Mn/pmMn) ∼−→ H•ord(SGKf ,Pχ[m]n )
∼−→ H•ord(SGKf , Iχ[m]n ).
The same holds for the cohomology with compact supports and the cohomology of
the boundary.
Our previous considerations imply that the second homomorphism is an iso-
morphism. If we investigate the morphism Mn/pmMn → Iχ[m]n a little bit more




acts nilpotently on the cohomology of the kernel of this homomorphism (this will
be justified further down (See 3.6)). But for the cokernel it is easy to see that the
utpm satisfy utpm (Iχ[m]n ) ⊂ pIχ[m]n +Mn/p
mMn and then it is also clear that Hχ[m]n
acts nilpotently on the cohomology of the cokernel.
Therefore the claim is proved: All the homomorphisms above are isomorphism.
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I want to call these sheaves P˜χ interpolating sheaves, they have the property
that for two such characters χ = (ν, α), ψ = (ν1, β) we have Pχ˜[m]−n = Pψ˜[m]−n if ν = ν1
and α ≡ β mod pm−1. It seems to be impossible to do find such congruences for




,Mn/pmMn) ∼−→ H•ord(SGKf ,Mn1/pmMn1))
if n, n1 > 0 and n ≡ n1 mod (p− 1)pm−1.
3. The construction of Hecke operators on interpolating
coefficient systems
3.1 The case m = 1
We analyse the special case m = 1. We assume that 0 ≤ n < p− 1 and consider
the Gl2(Fp) homomorphism
jn :Mn/pMn → Iχ˜[1]−n ,
under our assumption on n this is always an inclusion. Of course we can define this
homomorphism jn for any integer n ≥ 0 and it is important to notice that the right
hand side depends only on n mod (p− 1).
We want to compute the spaces of Hecke operators for these modules and inves-
tigate the spaces of Hecke operators which are compatible with jn. We anticipate
the first page of 3.3. We have to compute the spaces of U+(Fp) coinvariants and
U−(Fp) invariants for our modules and then we have to determine the spaces of
T (Fp)− invariant homomorphism between the coinvariants and the invariants. Of
course we have to use the Bruhat-decomposition. Let w the nontrivial element in
the Weyl group, let u ∈ U+(Fp). We define functions Ψ0(resp.Ψw,u) ∈ Iχ˜[1]−n by the
condition, that they are supported on B+(Fp)(resp.B+(Fp)wu (see 3.3).)
Let Ψ¯e(resp.Ψ¯w) be the images of Ψ0(resp.Ψw,u) in the space of coinvariants, the
element Ψw,u does not depend on u. The space of U−(Fp) invariants is generated
by the functions Φe(g) = Φe(bu−) = χ[1](b) and Φw(g) = Φe(bwu−) = Φe(bw) =
χ[1](b). Then an easy computation shows
(Mn/pMn)U+(Fp) = FpY n → (Iχ˜[1]n )U+(Fp) = FpΨ¯e ⊕ FpΨ¯w
↓ uclasstpm ↓
(Mn/pMn)U−(Fp) = FpY n → (Iχ˜[1]n )
U−(Fp) = FpΦe ⊕ FpΦw
It is easy to see that the T (Fp) rational points of our standard torus acts by the
characters t 7→ t−n1 on Ψ¯e,Φe and t 7→ t−n2 on Ψ¯w,Φw. Hence we see that for n > 0
the space of possible utpm is of dimension two: We have the operator, -which will
be called the principal operator later-,
uprinctpm : Ψ¯e 7→ Φe, Ψ¯w 7→ 0
and a second one, which just does the opposite.
We observe that for for all n the the polynomial Y n goes to Ψ¯e in the module of
coinvariants. If n > 0 the polynomial Y n maps to Φe in the module of invariants
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and hence we see that under the assumption n > 0 the principal operator is an
extension of the classical operator. Especially we have that the classical Hecke
operator induces the zero map on H•(SGKf , Iχ˜[1]n /(Mn/pMn)).






,Mn/pMn) ∼−→ H•ord(SGKf , Iχ˜[1]n )
But we also see that this is not the case if n = 0. In this case Y n is mapped to
Φe + Φw in the space of invariants. So we see that iii) is not valid. But since the
torus action becomes trivial we see that the space of possible utpm has dimension
4 and we have several extension of the classical operator.
We also can replace n by n1 = n + k(p − 1), where n > 0 is an integer. This




. It is easy to see that then the homomorphism
Mn1/pMn1 → Iχ˜[1]−n is surjective, if k > 0. But then-still under the assumption
n > 0 -the homomorphism jn1 has a kernel and now the classical Hecke operator
induces the trivial map on the cohomology of the kernel. Hence we get for any















If n = 0 the situation is a little bit different. Let us look at the more general










and this module decomposes into the one dimensional subspace of constant func-
tions and a p-dimensional space of functions which are orthogonal to the constant
functions. It is clear that the constant functions are simply the given by the image
of j0 and the complement is given as the image of jp−1. Then jp−1 induces an
isomorphism on ordinary cohomology, but j0 does not if we define ”ordinary” with
respect to the principal operator.
If we take for n = pm(p − 1) with m > 0, then jn becomes surjective. Then
we have that in the p−adic topology n = pm(p − 1) → 0 but we do not have
Mn/paMn →M0/paM0.
3.2 More general group schemes
These considerations generalise. Let us consider a semi simple ( or reductive)
group over G/Q. Let p be a prime let us assume that G × Qp is quasisplit and
splits over an unramified extension Ep/Qp. Then we can extend G/Q to a flat
group scheme of finite type G/ Spec(Z), which is reductive over an open subset
Vp containing p. This open subset may shrink during the following considerations.
We can choose a maximal torus T /Vp ⊂ G × Spec(Z) Vp = GVp whose extension
T ×Vp Spec(Zp) is contained in a Borel subgroup B/ Spec(Zp). This means that
we can find a Weyl chamber C ⊂ X∗(T ) which is invariant under the action of the
Galois group Gal(Ep/Qp). We have a unique element w0 in the Weyl group, which
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sends this chamber to the opposite chamber −C. Let U+ be the unipotent radical
of B, let U− = Uw0+ , it is the unipotent radical of the opposite Borel B− ⊃ T ..
Let us assume that the derived group G(1) is simply connected. Let T (1) ⊂
T be the torus G(1) ∩ T . Let pi be the set of simple positive roots, the Galois
group Gal(Ep/Qp) acts by permutations on pi. The dominant fundamental weight
corresponding to α ∈ pi is denoted by γα. These dominant weights γα, γβ , . . . are in
X∗(T (1)). If λ ∈ X∗(T ), then its restriction to T (1) is a linear combination∑nαγα,
if all nα ≥ 0 (or
∑
nαγα ∈ C), then λ is a highest weight. The homomorphism
X∗(T ) → X∗(T (1)) is surjective, hence any ∑nαγα extends to a λ, which is also
considered as a highest weight.
For any highest weight λ we have the highest weight module Mλ. Here a few
words of explanation seem to be in order. Our torus splits over an extension E/Q
which is non ramified at p. Let OE be its ring of integers, let V ′p ⊂ Spec(OE) be
the inverse image of Vp. Then we can extend the Borel subgroup B/ Spec(Zp) to
a Borel subgroup B˜/V ′p , the weight w0(λ) defines a line bundle Lw0(λ) on the flag
variety of Borel subgroups (B˜\G)Vp (see [De-Gr], Exp. XXII, 5.8). This line bundle
is ample if and only if nα > 0 for all α. If has non trivial global sections if and
only if nα ≥ 0 for all α. The space of global sections H0((B˜\G)V ′p ,Lw0(λ)) is a
finitely generated projective O(V ′p) module on which the group scheme GVp acts.
By definition we get an action of G(Zp) on this module, it is easy to see that we can
extend H0((B˜\G)V ′p ,Lw0(λ)) to an OE module Mλ on which we have an action of
G(OE). This extension is not unique, but we are only interested in what happens
at p, so this does not matter.
The module H0((B˜\G)V ′p ,Lw0(λ)) has two specific elements. Let A be the ring
of regular functions of GVp , then we have by definition
H0((B˜\G)V ′p ,Lw0(λ)) = {f ∈ A|f(bg) = w0(λ)(b)f(g)}
where b, g are elements in B(O(V ′p)),G(O(V ′p)).
The subsets B · U−,Bw0U+ ⊂ GV ′p are open and Zariski dense. The complement
of these subsets is a divisor D−, D+ respectively whose irreducible components








Now it is well known that the two functions, which are defined on B · U− and
Bw0U+ respectively, namely
ew0(λ)(bu−) = w0(λ)(b), eλ(bw0u+) = w0(λ)(b)
extend to regular functions on GV ′p .Hence they yield elements inH0((B˜\G)V ′p , w0(Lλ))
(At this point we need that the coefficients nα ≥ 0)














and hence we see that ew0(λ) vanishes on the complement of B ·U− if all the nα > 0,
i.e. our weight is regular.
Moreover it is clear that the two sections are eigensections for the the action of
the torus: For an element t ∈ T (R) we have
tew0(λ) = w0(λ)(t)ew0(λ), teλ = λ(t)eλ
The vector ew0(λ) is invariant under the action of U− hence it is a highest weight
vector with respect to the Borel subgroup B− = Bw0 . It is a lowest weight vector
for B. An analogous statement holds for eλ.
We will also consider the reduction mod p, i.e. the module H0((B˜\G)V ′p ×
Fp,Lw0(λ)). This is a module for the group G(Fp). This module is irreducible if all
coefficients satisfy 0 ≤ nα ≤ p− 1 and is equal to Mλ/pMλ. (See [Ja],
Now we consider the group T (Zp) it sits in an exact sequence (See notations in
the introduction to chap. 3)
1→ T (1)(Zp)→ T (Zp)→ C′(Zp)→ 1.
We consider continuous characters χ : T (Zp) → O×Cp , basically we are only
interested in their restriction to T (1)(Zp). The group T (1)(Zp) ⊂ T (1)(OEp) and it




O×Ep = {(. . . , xα, . . . )α∈pi|xα ∈ O×Ep}
the Galois group acts by σ(. . . , xα, . . . ) = (. . . , xσσ(α) . . . ). Hence T (Zp) is the sub-
group of elements which satisfy σ(xα) = xσ(α). This tells us that the torus T (1) is a
product over induced tori, the factors in this product correspond to the orbits of the
Galois group on pi. If we denote such an orbit by α¯ and if we choose representatives
α ∈ α¯ then this defines a subfield Eα ⊂ Ep such that Gal(Q¯p/Eα) is the stabilizer
of α. Since Ep is unramified, we know that Eα/Qp is cyclic of order rα, where rα
is the length of the orbit. The Galois group Gal(Eα/Qp) is cyclic and generated
by the Frobenius element σ. Then the factor corresponding to α¯ is denoted by Tα¯
and we have Tα¯ = ROEα/Zp(Gm).
Then




where the embedding is given by
x 7→ (x, σ(x), . . . , σrα−1(x)).
To get our interpolating modules consider characters on T (1)(OEp) and restrict
them to T (1)(Zp). We choose an embedding OEp → OCp and the we put as before






where zα ∈ OCp and να ∈ Z.
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We restrict χ to T (Zp), more precisely we look at the restriction to the compo-

























i mod (prα − 1)
Now we can define the induced modules Pχ[m] ⊂ Iχ[m] as before. At this moment
we assume m = 1, then the zα do not play a role, we have Pχ[1] = Iχ[1] .We observe
that by definition λ is a rational character on the torus T ×E. Any such character
defines a homomorphism χλ : T (Zp) → O×Ep ⊂ O×Cp . If we consider the reduction
mod p then we get a homomorphism χ[1]λ : T (Fp) → (OEp/(p))× ⊂ (OCp/(p))×.
We have OEp/(p) = Fpr . We want to write this homomorphism in the form above,
we can forget the zα
χ
[1]
λ ((· · · , xα, · · · )) =
∏
ω(xα)να .
Now we have to analyse the relation between the coefficients ni in λ and the να.
It suffices to investigate what happens on the factors Tα. We pick a simple root α
and we consider its orbit α, σ(α), . . . , σr−1(α)
Since Ep is the splitting field of the entire torus it can happen, that our root α
is fixed under the action of the Galois group. Then we have
Tα(Fp) = Gm(Fp) = F×p ⊂ Gm(Fpr ) = F×pr
The component of λ corresponding to this root is a rational character x 7→ xnα , if
we restrict this to Gm(Fp) it depends only on nα mod (p− 1). On the other side
να is an integer mod (pr−1) but if we restrict this to Gm(Fp) this restriction only
depends on να mod (p− 1).
Now we consider the other extreme case namely the length of the orbit is r.
Then we have




and the embedding is given by
x 7→ (x, xp, . . . , xpr−1).
If we now have a highest weight component λα¯ =
∑
σi nσi(α)γσi(α) then induces











and this implies that for any να¯ ∈ Z/(pr−1) we can find coefficients 0 ≤ nσi(α) ≤
p− 1 such that ∑
i
nσi(α)p
i = να¯ mod (pr − 1).
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Hence we see, that for any χ we can find a λ =
∑
α nαγα such that w0(λ)|T (Fp) =
χ[1] and then we get a homomorphism
jλ :Mλ/pMλ → Iχ[1] .
We can define Hecke operators T (tpa , utpa ): We choose an element tpa ∈ T (Qp)
such that for all positive simple roots |α(tpa)|p < 1. (tpa is our α ∈ G(Q), sorry for
the notation. ) Then it is again clear that the possible utpa are given by elements
in
HomT (Fp)((Mλ/pMλ)U+(Fp), (Mλ/pMλ)U−(Fp)), HomT (Fp)(Iχ[1])U+(Fp), IU−(Fp)χ[1] )
The T (Fp)-modules Iχ[1] ,U+(Fp) , IU−(Fp)χ[1] are easy to compute, if we use the Bruhat








B(Fp)wU−(Fp) = B(Fp)U−(Fp) ∪ · · · ∪ B(Fp)w0.
Clearly the module Iχ[1] decomposes into direct sums under the action of the
two unipotent radicals U+(Fp),U−(Fp) according to the decompositions. Then
we have the function Φe supported on the smallest orbit B(Fp), its image Φ¯e in
Iχ[1],U+(Fp) generates a copy of Fp = FpΦ¯e. We have the function Ψe ∈ I
U−(Fp)
χ[1]
which has support in B(Fp)U−(Fp), i.e. it is given by Ψe(bu−) = λ(b). If we




) and this is our principal operator uprinctpa .
If now all nα > 0 (this is the regularity condition), then we have seen that the
function Ψe can be interpreted as the restriction of the U− heighest weight ew0(λ)
vector to G(Fp). It is clear that the classical operator uclasstpa sends ew0(λ) to ew0(λ)
and the subspace Fpew0(λ) is the image of uclasstpa . Hence we see that the classical and
the principal Hecke operator coincide in the case and under the above regularity






,Mλ/pMλ)→ H•ord(SGKf , Iχ[1]).
3.3. The case m > 1 for the group Gl2 For this special group we give a
very detailed discussion of the possible choices of operators utpm for our various
coefficient systems. The point is, that these modules are Z/(pm)− modules and the
action of Γ factors through the quotient Gl2(Z/(pm). Let us assume that now M is






|b ≡ 0 mod pm}







| a, d ∈ (Z/pmZ)×, c ∈ Z/pmZ}
The group Γ(tpm) acts in two different ways on M we have the modules M (tpm )
and M . The action on M is the action induced by the inclusion Γ(tpm) ⊂ Γ. The
moduleM (tpm ) is as an abelian group equal toM but the action of Γ(tpm) is the one
where we include Γ(tpm) via the conjugation γ → t−1pmγtpm into Γ. To make it clear:
An element utpm ∈ HomΓ(tpm )(M (tpm ),M) is a homomorphism utpm : M → M
which satisfies
utpm (α
−mγtpmf) = γutpm (f)
















Let U−(Z/pmZ), U+(Z/pmZ) be the two unipotent radicals ofB−(Z/pmZ), B+(Z/pmZ).
Then the moduleMU+(Z/pmZ) of coinvariants andM
U−(Z/pmZ) of invariants become
T (Z/pmZ) modules and it is clear that
HomΓ(tpm )(M
(tpm ),M) ∼−→ HomT (Z/pmZ)(MU+(Z/pmZ),MU−(Z/p
mZ))




To do this we have to investigate the action of U±(Z/(pm)) on
B+(Z/(pm))\GL2(Z/(pm)) = P1(Z/(pm)).
We write the elements of P1(Z/(pm)) in the form (a, b) and the group acts by
multiplication from the right.
We consider the action of U+(Z/(pm)). We see that x0 = (0, 1) is the fixed













this gives us the “big cell”
B+(Z/(pm)) · wU+(Z/(pm)) ⊂ GL2(Z/(pm)).
The remaining points are of the form
(v, 1) where v ≡ 0 mod p.






= (v, 1 + uv) = (v(1 + uv)−1,, 1),
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and hence we see that two elements v, v′ are in the same orbit for the action of
U+(Z/(pm)) if and only if
ord(v) = ord(v′) and v ≡ v′ mod p2 ord(v).








| u ≡ 0 mod pm−2 ord(v)
}
which becomes the full group after 2 ord(v) ≥ m. We put
l(v) =
{
m− 2 ord(v) if 2 ord(v) ≤ m
0 else
then pl(v) is also the length of the orbit. We denote the orbits of U+(Z/(pm)) on
the set of v-s by v¯.
For any of the orbits we choose a representative (1, 0), (v, 1) and write it















Then we consider the double cosets Xw = B(Z/pmZ)wU+(Z/pmZ), the inter-





U+(Z/pmZ), where v¯ runs over the or-
bits with ord(v¯) = 1, . . . ,m − 1 and the again special orbit X0 = B(Z/pmZ) =
B(Z/pmZ)U+(Z/pmZ).
We group the orbits according to the number ν = ord(v¯) and write the decom-
position into double cosets in decreasing order
Gl2(Z/(pm)) = Xw ∪
⋃
v¯: ord(v)=1
Xv ∪. . . ∪
⋃
v¯: ord(v)=ν




In this decomposition the number ν goes up from zero to m, the number pl(v)
start with pm and drops to pm−2, pm−4 until we reach the middle and then it






and after that drops again in steps by one to zero.















the submodules consist of functions which are supported on the orbits.
Now we define the functions
Ψw,u(g) =
{

















which form a basis of Iχ˜[m] . These functions are essentially like δ-functions. If we
want to be completely consistent, we should denote these functions by Ψ[m]w,u, . . . ,
but as long we work on a fixed level we suppress the superscript.
It is clear that the image of the elements Ψw,u in Iχ˜[m],U+(Z/(pm)) is independent
of u let us call it Ψw. Two elements Ψv,Ψv′ have the same image in Iχ˜[m],U+(Z/(pm))
if and only if v, v′ they are conjugate under the action of U+(Z/(pm). This means
that each orbit v¯ of v-s contributes by a cyclic Rm-module and hence we get a
direct sum decomposition




where Ψv¯ is the image of any of the Ψv, v ∈ v¯. The summands RmΨv¯ are not
necessarily free Rm-modules. But by definition they are cyclic and hence we have
to determine their annihilators.
To understand these annihilators we have to take into account that these ele-
ments (v, 1) still have stabilizers in U+(Z/(pm)), we described them further above.
If we denote such a stabilizer by U (v)+ , then it is clear that U
(v)
+ acts upon the free
Rm-modules RmΨv and
(RmΨv)U+(Z/(pm)) ' RmΨv¯.
For xw = (0, 1) the stabilizer is trivial and we get
RmΨw = RmΨw.
Now we saw that the stabilizer becomes bigger and bigger if ord(v) goes from 1 to
m and once 2 ord(v) ≥ m we have U (v)+ = U+(Z/(pm)).
We have to find out how these stabilizers act upon
RmΨv.









(1 + uv)−1 u










Ψv = χ(1 + uv)Ψv,
and the annihilator of Ψv in Rm is the ideal generated by the elements
χ(1 + uv)− 1 = (1 + uv)α − 1 = αuv + · · · .






as long as we have ord(v) < m2 . So the ideal becomes bigger and bigger as long as
ord(v) < m2 . But after that the stabilizer becomes U+(Z/(p




for ord(v) ≥ m
2
and eventually for v ≡ 0 mod pm it becomes trivial. We defined
µ = min(ν,m− ν)
then we see that this ideal is (αpm−µ.)
We have
RmΨ0 = RmΨ0.
Now we observe that the RmΨ¯v¯ do not depend on the choice of a v ∈ v¯, and
(RmΨv)U(v)+
' Rm/(αpm−µ)Ψv¯ = RmΨ¯v¯ ⊂ Iχ˜[m],U+(Z/(pm)).
This means that we have a direct sum decomposition






We recall that we have to understand the module of coinvariants as a T (Z/(pm))−
module. The summands are T (Z/(pm)) modules and we have to investigate the ac-
tion of the torus T (Z/(pm)) on these modules.
The torus leaves the two outer terms invariant, it acts on RmΨw by






which is the conjugate by the Weyl group of the character χ˜[m]. On RmΨ0 it acts
by χ[m].
The individual summands in the middle are not invariant. The point is that the
torus acts on the set of orbits for U+(Z/(pm)) and the orbits under the torus action
are given by the numbers ν = ord(v) which vary from 1 to m − 1. We group the
summands according to the order ν = ord(v) and consider the summand⊕
v: ord(v)=ν
RmΨ¯v
where v runs over the orbits of U+(Z/(pm)). This sum is invariant under the torus










An easy calculation shows that the T (µ)(Z/(pm)) fixes the module RmΨv. The
restriction of our character χ[m] to T (µ)(Z/(pm)) induces a character
χ˜[m,µ] : T (µ)(Z/(pm))→ (Rm/(αpm−µ))×,
by this character T (µ)(Z/(pm)) acts on on RmΨv. If we choose a representative v¯




T (µ)(Z/(pm)) RmΨv ⊗ χ˜[m,µ].




We start with the list of double cosets
Yw = B+(Z/pmZ)wU−(Z/pmZ) = B+(Z/pmZ)w





U−(Z/pmZ) . . . ,
Y0 = B+(Z/pmZ)U−(Z/pmZ)
where in the middle the v runs over the elements in pZ mod pmZ and the v¯ are the
equivalence classes with respect to the equivalence relation above. But this time
we order them in descending order of ord(v¯).
The two extremal terms are again easy. We have the U−(Z/(pm)) invariant
function Φ− which is supported on the big cell
Φ−(bu) = χ˜(b),
and the function Φ0 which is supported on B(Z/(pm))w (the smallest cell)
Φ0(bw) = χ˜(b),
and we know that T (Z/(pm)) act by χ˜[m] on RmΦ− and by χ˜[m],w on RmΦ0.
We investigate the terms in the middle. Again we denote the orbit of v under

























The function Φv is not invariant under the stabilizer U
(v)
− (Z/(pm)) because it picks





∈ U (v)− (Z/(pm)). An easy




Φv = χ(1− uv)−1Φ v(1−uv) ,
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if u ∈ U (v)− (Z/pmZ) then the subscript v(1−uv) = v. We saw that the expressions
1−χ(1−uv)−1 with u ∈ U (v)(Z/pmZ) generate the ideal (αpm−µ) : The annihilator
this ideal is a principal ideal (β(µ)) ⊂ Rm. Clearly β(µ) divides pµ. If α is a unit
then we see that it is given by (β(µ)) = (pµ). The element β(µ)Φv ∈ RmΦv is a






















here we parametrized the elements of the orbit v¯ by v′ = v/(1− uv).
Then we find that Rmβ(µ)Φ˜v is the space of U−(Z/(pm))− invariant functions
with support on the orbit v¯ containing v, this is actually a freeRm/(αpm−µ) module.









m−µ)Ψv ⊗ χ˜[m,µ] ⊕RmΨ¯0, (coinv)







m−µ)(β(µ)Φ˜v)⊗ χ˜[m,µ] ⊕RmΦ−, (inv)
where v runs over the a set of representatives of elements given order ord(v) = ν,
we simply will take v = pν . Note that the extremal terms are also induced, but in
this case µ = 0 so the induction step is trivial.
Now it is easy to see how to construct Hecke operators on our coefficient systems.




: Ψ0 7−→ Φ−
which sends all the other summands to zero. This is the principal Hecke operator.
Since the function Φ− ∈ Pχ˜[m] we see that it induces the zero operator on the
quotient Iχ˜[m]/Pχ˜[m] . I claim that the system of principal operators satisfies (iii),
hence it yields an element in the projective limit. To see this we observe that we
have for any f ∈ P(tpm+1 )
χ˜[m+1]
the formula u(princ)tpm+1 (f) = f(em+1)Φ
(m+1)
− , were em+1
is the identity in Gl2(Z/(pm+1)) and were Φ(m+1)− is our function Φ− but on the
next higher level. We have to check that for an element x ∈ Gl2(Z/(pm+1)) which




(Rx(f)) ≡ u(princ)tpm+1 (f) mod p
m.
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This is clear from the definition of Pχ˜[m+1] .












where ord(v′) > 0 if ν = 0 and where we may require that ord(v) + ord(v′) ≤ m.













































We have an large supply of Hecke operators for the Iχ˜[m] . Not all of them are
good because we also want, that they send P(tpm )
χ˜[m]
to Pχ˜[m] .
3.4 Discuss the further requirements formulated at the beginning of
this section.
In the beginning of this section we discussed some requirements the set H[m]χ of
Hecke operators should fulfill.
The first step is to modify the situation slightly. We want to get rid of the
dependence of α and this means that we pass to the quotient Rm/(pm−µ) on the
left hand side and on the right hand side we replace the factor β(µ) by pµ and
hence we get a submodule. We only look at correction terms, which go from the
quotient on the left to the submodule on the right. Hence we see that the quotients
on the left get smaller and smaller if we go from right to left until we reach the
middle. The analogous assertion holds for the submodules on the right. We still
go one step further. After we pass the middle we continue with the drop rate, i.e.
in the decomposition of the module of coinvariants we replace pm−µ by pν , and in
19
the decomposition of the module of invariants we replace β(µ) by pν . The we get a
quotient of the coinvariants and a submodule of the invariants. go to a still smaller
quotient on the left and a still smaller submodule on the right.








ν)Ψv ⊗ χ˜[m,µ] ⊕RmΨ¯0,












Now it is easily verified that the elements in (smallinv) are actually in Pχ˜[m] .




satisfy (i). The property (iii) has been verified above.This system of
Hecke operators also satisfies (ii), because any operator utpm satisfies the condition
(∗) and the resulting ”push down” again satisfies (∗). So we are left to show that
the classical Hecke operator extends.
3.5 The extension of the classical Hecke operator to an element in H[m]χ
Now we consider the case χ = χ−n and the morphism
Mn/pmMn −→ Pχ˜[m]−n ⊂ Iχ˜[m]−n .
We have the classical Hecke operator on the cohomology of the sheaf M˜n which is
given by the map uclasstpm : X
νY n−ν 7→ pmνXνY n−ν . On Mn/pmM˜n it maps Y n to
Y n and all other monomials go to zero.
The monomial Y n has as image in the module of coinvariants












RmΦ0 we find f¯Y n 7→ Ψ0. Any T (Z/pmZ)-invariant homomorphism from RmΦ0




to the submodule of small invariants gives us a Hecke




vn · Φv +Φ−,
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gives us the desired extension. Here we need that n > 0 this is the regularity
condition.
3.6. The case of a general reductive group scheme.
At this point it turns out, that our previous considerations are much to detailed.
What we actually need is that our system H[m]χ contains the principal operator and
in the case that χ = χλ we only want to extend the classical operator. We will see
that we have the same extension procedure to extend the classical Hecke operator
in general. The regularity condition guarantees that we have the essential property
iii) for this operator.
We give a few comments. I recall the situation in 3.2. Let S = Spec(R) where
R is a local ring, we think of the cases R = Q,Z(p),Z/pmZ . . . . We consider a
quasisplit group scheme G/S, let B ⊂ G be a Borel subscheme and T = B/U . We
can split this quotient and write B = T × U . For any highest weight λ we consider
the module Mλ = H0(B\G,Lw0(λ)) this gives us a well defined representation of
the group scheme G/S. We can restrict this representation to the torus T and this
representation is semi simple, i.e. we have a decomposition into weight spaces
Mλ = ⊕µMλ,λ−µ =Mλ,0 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mλ,w0(λ),
where µ runs over a finite set of weights of the form µ =
∑
α nαα where nα ≥ 0. The
weight spaces are free R-modules. Now we define the character χλ : T (Zp)→ O×Ep
by χλ(x) = w0(λ)(x).
Then we have the family of G(Zp)-homomorphisms
Mλ/pmMλ gm−→ Pχ˜[m] → Iχ˜[m]
λ
.
We consider the B(R)- homomorphism ψλ : Iχ˜[m]
λ
→ R which is given by evalu-
ation at the identity element. This linear map sends ew0(λ) to 1, hence we can
conclude that the kernel of gm is contained in ⊕µ>0Mλ,λ−µ. This makes it clear
that the classical operator vanishes on the kernel of gm and hence we see that
it also acts trivially on the cohomology of this kernel. (This point was left open






mZ) is the composition of ψλ and the ho-




U−(Z/pmZ) which sends 1 to the function Φ− , which is
supported on the big cell B(Z/pmZ)U−(Zp/pmZ). Hence we see that the principal
operator sends ew0(λ) to Φ− whereas the classical operator sends ew0(λ) to itself,







regularity condition asserts that ew0(λ) vanishes mod p on the cells which are
different from the big cell and hence we have shown that







and this establishes the validity in the requirements i) to iv) made in section 2.
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4. Further consequences and generalizations
4.1. Boundedness of ordinary torsion
We return to 3.2. To any dominant weight λ we can attach the character χw0(λ),














,Mλ/pmMλ)→ H•ord(SGKf , Iχ[m]).
Here we define ordinary with respect to H[m]χ .
The space of characters χ is Ω × (X∗(T ) ⊗ OCp), where Ω is the finite set of
ν =
∑
α ναγα. This space contains the subspace Ω× (X∗(T )⊗Zp). It is easy to see
that the characters χλ are dense in Ω× (X∗(T )⊗ Zp).
I want sketch the proof of a theorem which is the consequence of the existence
of the interpolating family.
Theorem 2 If λ varies over all dominant weights which satisfy the regularity
condition να 6≡ 0 mod (p − 1) for all α, then the order of the p-torsion of the




Proof: We prove it by downwards induction on the degree of the cohomology.
Let us fix a ν(λ) which is regular, the λ varies in this residue class, i.e. λ =
∑
nαγα
with nα ≥ 0 and nα ≡ να mod (p − 1). This is dense in the space of χ with the
same given ν.
Since the cohomological dimension is finite, we find a q such that our assertion
is true for all cohomology groups in degree > q. Take such a q and prove that the
assertion is also true for the cohomology in degree q.We assume that the exponent
of the cohomology is bounded by m0. For m ≥ m0 we consider the exact sequences
0→ Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ)⊗Z/pm → Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ/pmMλ)→ Hq+1ord(SGKf ,Mλ)[pm]→ 0
The right term of the sequence has an order, that it bounded independently of
λ, we restrict to those λ for which this number is pδ, one of the finite number of
possibilities.
We know that Hqord(S
G
Kf











,Mλ) tors ⊗ Z/pm)pδ = #Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ/pmMλ).




We write the exact sequence
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0→ pMλ/pm+1Mλ →Mλ/pm+1Mλ →Mλ/pMλ → 0
and the resulting long exact sequence for cohomology
· · · → Hq−1ord ((SGKf ,Mλ/pMλ)
δq−1−→ Hqord(SGKf , pMλ/pm+1Mλ)→ Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ/pm+1Mλ)
→ Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ/pMλ)
δq−→ . . .
The two extremal modules are finite dimensional vector spaces over Fp and clearly
the dimensions of the kernels of δq−1, δq can only drop if m goes up. Hence we
find values mq−1(λ),mq(λ) such that these kernels of δq−1, δq become constant if
m ≥ mq−1(λ),mq(λ).
Now the functions λ → mq−1(λ), λ → mq(λ) are continuous. I claim that we
can extend these functions to continuous functions {ν} × (X∗(T ) ⊗ OCp). To see
that this is the case we consider the exact sequence
0→ Pχ[m,′] → Pχ˜[m+1] → Pχ[1] → 0,
where by definition Pχ[m,′] is the kernel of the restriction, it is equal to the
intersection Pχ˜[m+1] ∩ pIχ˜[m+1] . We have a canonical homomorphism r : Pχ[m,′] →
Iχ˜[m] , which is given by f = pg 7→ g mod pm. It is clear that Pχ˜[m] ⊂ r(Pχ[m,′]) ⊂




,Pχ˜[m]) ∼−→ H•ord(SGKf ,Pχ[m,′])
∼−→ H•ord(SGKf , Iχ˜[m]).
This gives us again a long exact sequence
· · · → Hq−1ord ((SGKf ,Pχ[1])
δq−1−→ Hqord(SGKf ,Pχ˜[m])→ Hqord(SGKf ,Pχ˜[m+1])
→ Hqord(SGKf ,Pχ[1])
δq−→ . . .
the space of all characters χ ∈ {ν} × (X∗(T )⊗ Zp) . This allows us to extend the
definition of mq−1,mq to all characters χ.
Especially we can consider the extension to the compact space {ν}×(X∗(T )⊗Zp)
and hence mq−1,mq assume maximal values on this subspace. Let m1 greater than
this maximal value.
Let us now put ci(λ) = dimHiord(S
G
Kf
,Mλ/pMλ) and let s(λ)(resp., t(λ)) be the
minimal value of the dimension of of ker(δq−1)( resp. δq). This is a finite number




,Mλ/pm+1Mλ) = #Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ/pmMλ)pc
q−1(ν)−s(λ)+t(λ).
We can subdivide the space of λ with ν fixed into a finite number of regions
where s(λ), t(λ), and cq(λ) have a fixed value.
On such a region we insert the last formula into the formula above and remem-











,Mλ) tors ⊗ Z/pm) .
For a fixed value of λ the ratio of orders of torsion groups on the right is equal to
one if m >> 0. Hence
cq−1(ν)− s(λ) + t(λ) = bq(λ)
and the functionm→ #(Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ) tors⊗Z/pm+1) is constant form > m1.
Since λ → #(Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ/pm1Mλ) assumes only finitely many values we have
proved the theorem.
We can draw some further conclusions. From our last formula it follows that
λ → bq(λ) is locally constant, more precisely it depends only on λ mod pm1 . We
consider a χ ∈ {ν} × (X∗(T ) ⊗ Zp) (the ν component satisfies the regularity con-
dition) and we approximate χ by a λ . Then we look at our exact sequence







The vertical arrow is an isomorphism, the modules in the diagram stay the same if
we modify λ into a better approximation of χ.
Hence we see that Hqord(S
G
Kf
,Pχ˜[m]) has a submodule Sm which is the image








If we now take the projective limit then we see that for the terms on the right
the projective limit is zero. This yields for the projective limit





,Pχ˜[m]) = Hqord(SGKf ,Pχ).




,Pχ) ∼−→ Hqord(SGKf ,Mλ) tors ⊕ Zb
q(χ)
p
where bq(χ) = bq(λ) and λ is approximating χ well enough.
Our regularity assumption is a little bit to strong. We we also consider the case








If we have να = 0 then we still can approximate χ by a weight λ =
∑
nαγα
where nα = (p − 1)n∗α. Then our argument works provided we keep the n∗α away
from zero in Zp, i.e. we restrict to a region where ordp(nα) ≤ M with a given
constant M.
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4.2. Denominators of Eisenstein classes.
At various occasions we discuss the relationship between denominators of Eisen-
stein classes and special values of L-functions. These special values enter in the
constant term of Eisenstein series, which are representing cohomology classes (See
[Ha -MM],3.1.4. ,3.2.7, [Ha-Cong], [Ha-Coh], chap.3. 5.5). In all these cases we
avoid to discuss that there are two sources for the emergence of denominators.
The first source is given by the L-values occuring in the constant term, the
second is p-torsion. To illustrate this problem we refer to [Ha-Cong]. On p. 8 we
write a sequence
0→ H3! (Γ\H2,M˜4,7⊗R)→ H3(Γ\H2,M˜4,7⊗R)→ H3(∂(Γ\H2),M˜4,7⊗R)→ 0,
and we assume exactness of this sequence. In our special situation we can assume
that R = Z(41), this means we localize at the prime 41. More or less by definition
the exactness of this sequence follows if we know that
H4c, ord(Γ\H2,M˜4,7 ⊗R) = 0.
This is very likely the case, but we have very few tools to investigate the torsion,
except that we compute the cohomology explicitly. We need the exactness to carry
out our speculative consideration on p.11. These considerations imply that the
number 41 should divide the denominator of the Eisenstein class, because 41 divides
a certain value of an L-function. Then this in turn implies congruences, which have
been checked numerically.
But of course it may be that this assumption is not true andH4c, ord(Γ\H2,M˜4,7⊗
R) 6= 0. Then the denominator of the Eisenstein class will also contain a factor which
is a non trivial divisor of #H4c, ord(Γ\H2,M˜4,7 ⊗ R). This is the second source for
denominators.
But now our theorem 2 allows to interpolate our weight λ = 4γβ+7γα 41-adically.
Then we may find L-values Λ(f˜ , 14 + (41 − 1) · a · 41b)/Ω˜+ which are divisible by
arbitrarily high powers of 41. But since the torsion in H4c, ord(Γ\H2,M˜λ˜⊗R) stays
bounded, such a divisibility should also create arbitrarily high denominators of the
Eisenstein class and hence high congruences between Siegel and elliptic modular
forms.
This question is related to another question, which is also speculative. The
exposition will be a little bit vague.
What is the arithmetic meaning of the constant term of ”cohomolo-
gical” Eisenstein series?
We refer to [Coh], chap. 6 and [Ha-rank1]. If we consider rank one Eisenstein
classes, i.e. we induce from ”cuspidal” classes on a maximal parabolic subgroup,
then the constant term has two summands: The first summand is basically our
original class and the ”second” term involves the L-function of our original form,
this is the classical formula of Langlands.
It may happen, that the second term is ”zero in cohomology” and this is the case,
when it seems to influence the denominator of the Eisenstein class and produces
mixed motives whose extension classes are related to this second term (See [Ha-
MM],Chap VI, [Ha-Cong])
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But the second case is also interesting. Here we get rationality results for special
values of L-functions ( See [Ha-rank1]). But the results in this note here also allow
to draw some more arithmetical consequences. We refer to a special example that
is treated In [Ha-rank1]. We consider the case of G = Sl3/Q the two maximal
parabolic subgroups P/Q, Q/Q. Since we want to say something about integral
cohomology, we fix a level, for simplicity we assume thatKf is the standard maximal
compact subgroup, let M =Mλbe a Z− module of highest weight λ.
Since the Manin-Drinfeld principle is available for Gl2/Q we get a rational de-
composition (See chap. 3, 5.5.2)
H2(∂SGKf ,MQ) = H2! (∂SGKf ,MQ)⊕H2Eis(∂SGKf ,MQ).
Now we invert certain primes that allow congruences between !-cohomology and
Eisenstein cohomology on Gl2, i.e. primes dividing certain values ζ(−1 − k), and
get a ring R = Z[. . . , 1/l, · · · ] and a decomposition






Since the boundary has two strata, which correspond to the two maximal parabolic
subgroups, we get
H2(∂SGKf ,MR) = H2(∂PSGKf ,MR)
⊕
H2(∂QSGKf ,MR)
We can find an extension Q ⊂ F ⊂ C such that we can decompose H2! (∂SGKf ,MF )
into absolutely irreducible modules and if we extend OF to a larger ring R1 by

















,M(sβ · λ)R1)(σf )⊕H1! (SMαKβ
f
,M(sα · λ)R1)(Θσf ).
We denote an individual summand by H2! (∂S
G
Kf
,MR1)(σf ). Notice that M(sα · λ)
sits in degree one.
To simplify the discussion we assume that only one summand occurs, this is the
case if the corresponding space of holomorphic modular forms has dimension 1, i.e.
if the number d in [Ha-rank1] has the value d = 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24. Hence our ring
R1 = Z[1/n], where n is a product of some small primes.





,M(sβ · λ)C)(σf )→ H2(SGKf ,MC)














The right hand side is an isotypical submodule under the Hecke algebra and the
summands are one dimensional C vector spaces. These vector spaces are defined




T loc∞ ([ω])⊗ T locf (ψf ).
We explained in [Ha-rank1], that the local intertwining operator induces an isomor-
phism between the two summands. But now the summands are base extensions free
R1 modules of rank1, hence we find a period Ω(σf ) which is unique up to an element
in R×1 such that





,MR1)(σf ) ∼−→ H2! (∂QSGKf ,MR1)(Θσf ).
Then the image Im(H2(SGKf ,MR1) → H2(∂SGKf ,MR1)) = H2global(SGKf ,MR1)




,MC)(σf )⊕H2! (∂QSGKf ,MC)(Θσf )∩H2global(SGKf ,MR1) = H2global(SGKf ,MR1)(σf )
is a rank one R1 submodule in the one dimensional Q-vector space
{ψf + L(σ,−1)Ω(σf )L(σ, 0)(Ω(σf )T
loc
f (ψf ))|ψf ∈ H1(SMαKα
f
,M(sβ · λ))F )(σf )}.
We noticed already in [Ha-rank1], that L(σ,−1)Ω(σf )L(σ,0) ∈ Q because
{ψf + L(σ,−1)Ω(σf )L(σ, 0)(Ω(σf )T
loc





,MR1) ⊂ H2global(SGKf ,MF ) ∩H2! (∂SGKf ,MR1)(σf ).




,MQ) ∩H2! (∂SGKf ,MR1)(σf )→ H3c (SGKf ,MR1)
and by construction its kernel is H2global(S
G
Kf
,MR1) and its image is torsion. Hence




,MF ))∩H2! (∂SGKf ,MR1)(σf ))/H2global(SGKf ,MR1)↪−→H3c (SGKf ,MR1)tors.
Now we pick a prime p which is not among those we inverted. Let us assume that
σf is ordinary at p. Then we can interpolate p-adically our weight λ = nαγα+nβγβ ,
i.e. we consider weights λ˜ = λ+ µ where µ ≡ 0 mod (p− 1), i.e.
λ˜ = (nα + (p− 1)zα)γα + (nβ + (p− 1)zβ)γβ , zα, zβ ∈ N.






,M˜(sβ · λ)Zp)(σ˜f ),H1ord,!(SMαKβ
f
,M˜(sα · λ)Zp)(Θσ˜f ),
are free of rank one (they lie in a Hida family), and the local intertwining operator
identifies





,M˜Zp)(σf ) ∼−→ H2! (∂QSGKf ,M˜Zp)(Θσf ).




,M˜R1)(σf )⊕H2! (∂QSGKf ,M˜R1)(Θσ˜f ) = Zp ⊕ Zp.
Hence we can view H2global(S
G
Kf








,M˜Zp)(σ˜f )↪−→H3c, ord(SGKf ,M˜Zp)tors.





It seems to be clear to me that the computation of the cohomology from a suitable
Cˇech-Complex will yield that H2global(S
G
Kf
,M˜Zp) depends p-adic analytically on
M˜ =Mλ˜ and this combined with the boundedness will imply that
σ˜f → L(σ˜,−1)Ω(σ˜f )L(σ˜, 0)
is p-adically analytic, provided σf is ordinary at p.
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